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INTRASTATE ACCESS CONSTRAINTS UNDER THE NGPA:

WILL TEXANS BE PROHIBITED FROM RECEIVING TEXAS NATURAL GAS?

Mark D. TayZor*

I. INTRODUCTION

In response to a critical shortage in the interstate natural gas mar

ket, Congress passed the Natural Gas Policy Act in 1978.1 Rather than sim

ply repairing the problems of the interstate pipeline system, however, the

NGPA has shifted those difficulties to the intrastate market. Specifical

ly, the Texas intrastate pipeline system faces a situation in which it can

not legally access interstate surplies, and it may not be able to afford to

bid for its own newly discovered supplies. The end result is an extremely

large Texas consumer market incapable of receiving its own or other natural

gas supplies. The purpose of this article is to investigate and to analyze

the regulatory environment leading to this prodigious result.

The article begins with a brief overview of pre-NGPA and NGPA regula

tion in Section II. Section III investigates the market anomalies inherent

in the NGPA regulatory scheme. This section concludes with an analysis of

the interaction between contract law and the deregulation time table. The

results of the market distortions in Section III are then compared in a

"hard" versus "soft" economic environment in Section IV. Finally, Section

V suggests methods of reform, with a discussion of the most efficient solu

tion under current market conditions.

II. FEDERAL REGULATION OF NATURAL GAS

A. Pre-NCPA ReguZation� 1938-1978.

The federal regulation of the natural gas industry begins in 1938 with
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the Natural Gas Act.2 From 1938 to 1954 the Commission regulated natural

gas pipelines in interstate commerce (and only such pipelines) in the same

way that state utility commissions regulate public utilities. In 1954, the

Supreme Court extended NGA pipeline regulation to include sales at the

wellhead.3 The Federal Power Commission4 accepted the responsibility of

controlling a producer's market long-regarded by Congress and the Court as

monopolized by the major oil companies.5
With the idea of controlling monopoly power, the Commission employed a

cost-of-service approach in the regulation of producers and pipelines in

interstate commerce. However, as applied to producers, cost-of-service

rate regulation was a dismal failure. A tremendous case back-log6 forced

the Commission to a shift away from individual rate studies towards an

area-rate approach.7 The scope of review had changed, yet the methodology

of review had not. Cost-based pricing remained the central regulatory

method.8
Area-rate proceedings continued until the Commission began to see

history repeat itself -- the list of impending cases again strained review

capacity and area-rate methods yielded to a national-rate approach? For the

first time in gas regulatory history, the Commission set prices based on

other non-cost factors.10 A substantial increase in well-footage indicated

h 1 t i f· t i
.. 11

t e re a lve success 0 lncen lve prlclng.

Unfortunately, the relative success of the national-rate "incentive"

price was only a temporary phenomenon, as severe shortages continued to grow

in the interstate market. Regulation in the interstate market without com-

mensurate regulation in the intrastate market has been generally accepted

as the source of this shortage during the early 1970's.12 The unregulated

intrastate market, governed only by the laws of supply and demand,
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experienced a surplus supply of gas as potential interstate producers

committed their supplies to that market and not to the artificially low

priced interstate market. The final result was a dual market for natural

gas. Shortages in the interstate market become so severe that the viabili

ty of future supplies was seriously questioned.

B. An Overview of the NGPA

After a long and arduous debate, Congress decided to correct the dual

market anomaly by passing the Natural Gas Policy Act13 in 1978. The final

bill contained elements of a Senate bill proposing interstate deregulatioJ4
and a House bill advocating the extension of federal regulation to all mar

kets.15 The NGPA, however, followed the House bill more closely, regulat

ing both the interstate and intrastate systems.16
As opposed to analyzing the six separate titles17 of the NGPA, this

article concentrates solely on those sections affecting the livelihood of

the intrastate pipeline system. Key to this analysis are the complex gas

classification and deregulatory scheme delineated in Title I and the inter

state sales agreements under Title III. Under proper market conditions,

various provisions of Title I and Title III have the potential to create a

number of market distortion and allocative inefficiency difficulties for

intrastate pipeline companies.

III. AREAS OF DIFFICULTY FOR INTRASTATE

PIPELINES ATTRIBUTABLE TO FEDERAL REGULATION

A. Constraints on Access to Newly Discovered Supplies

As defined herein, the "access problem" is simply the inability of

intrastate pipelines to purchase natural gas from the interstate system.

Interstate and intrastate pipelines may transport18 gas supplies on behalf
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of each other, but NGPA section 311 permits actual sales in only one direc-

tion: Congress authorized sales from the intrastate to the interstate sys

tem without equal access for intrastate pipelines.19 The logic behind this

decision is quite lucid. The bifurcated gas market of the 1970's, created

by pre-NGPA regulation,20 left the interstate pipeline system with severe

supply shortages. In response to that shortage, Congress specifically

enacted NGPA section 311 to ensure a stable gas supply for the interstate

system. Without considering the potential impact on the intrastate market,

however, Congress left the job only half-finished. If the intrastate sur

plus should shift to the interstate system, intrastate pipelines will be

legally constrained from accessing non-intrastate supplies regardless of

their willingness to pay for such supplies.

1. Off-System Sales Impacts. In an attempt to alleviate the NGPA's

access difficulties, the Commission has instituted an "off-system sales"

program. Under the program, interstate pipelines are allowed to sell gas

to intrastate pipelines under strict and limited conditions. While intend-

ed to benefit intrastate pipeline companies, recent testimony at a Texas

Railroad Commission hearing reveals a number of difficulties encountered

with off-system sales.21 Off-system gas supplies, being a less expensive

source than intrastate supplies,22 have replaced much of the demand for in-

trastate gas. Off-system sales could impose a number of adverse effects on

Texas consumers including: (1) load losses requiring that fixed costs be

spread over fewer customers -- specifically the residential consumer; (2)

replacement of intrastate reserves will be reduced; (3) "takes" from intra-

state producers will decline; and (4) producers are induced to search for

.

k t
.

d 1
. 23

more expenSlve supramar e prlce supp les. The real danger inherent in

off-system sales revolves around the temporary and interruptible nature of
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these sales.24 Purchases may become overly dependent upon a cheap, yet

only temporary supply.25 Testimony indicates that such sales will work to

cripple the permanent intrastate supply system, leaving customers with

access to a temporary and interruptible supply.

Clearly, off-system sales are not an answer to the intrastate access

problem. In fact, such sales violate the public interest test embodied in

the NGA.26 To avoid future problems with off-system gas supplies, the

Railroad Commission suggests that off-system sales be defined as interrupt

ible sales enduring less than one year.27 Additionally, off-system sales

must meet several criteria before approval.28
2. Restrictions on Outer Continental Shelf Supplies. For Texas and

the U.S., offshore production is an important source of natural gas.29 In

the first two years following the enactment of the NGPA, some forty percent

of well applications for section 102 "new gas" originated in offshore Texas

and Louisiana.30 The Federal Submerged Lands Act and the Outer Continental

Shelf Lands Act define the division between federal and state offshore

boundaries. As a general rule, the federal boundary begins three miles

offshore. Texas, however, is a major exception to that general rule with

its state boundary extending three leagues (10.4 miles).31
The Texas intrastate pipeline system had access to approximately 237

billion cubic feet of offshore gas in 1981 alone.32 This gas represents

production wholly within the three league state boundary. On the other

hand, the interstate pipeline system received approximately 729 billion

cubic feet of offshore gas in 198133 -- from wells producing outside the

three league state boundary which is statutorily defined as dedicated to

interstate commerce.34 Being a part of the interstate supply system, fed

eral offshore gas is one of the largest supplies inaccessible to the
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intrastate system.35

B. Gas Cushioning Under the NGPA

If intrastate shortages do not appear and the access problem subsides,

then the next area of concern for intrastate pipelines will be the "gas

cushioning" or "f ly-up" problem.36 Gas cushioning is a direct result of

pipeline cost-averaging techniques. Pipelines are able to purchase high

cost supplies at a price above what the current consumers would pay, aver

age this cost in with lower-cost supplies, and sell the mixed result at

competitive market levels.37 Unfortunately, the averaging technique re

sults in a pricing approach that reflects only the average cost of old and

new gas, not the marginal cost of new supplies.

Title I of the NGPA38 is by far the most significant contributor to

the cushion problem. Under Title I low-cost supplies include gas dedicated

to interstate commerce on the day before the enactment of the NGPA,39 gas

sold under existing intrastate contracts,40 and gas sold under rollover

contracts.41 For the most part, these supplies are never decontrolled un

der the NGPA and their prices are well below market levels. As a conse

quence, these old gas categories mentioned above combine to form the so

called "gas cushion. II The fly-up problem follows from the cushion because

pipelines with large quantities of cheap, old gas are better able to bid

supramarket prices for expensive new supplies. Current studies indicate a

larger resource of old gas supplies in the interstate market.42 Therefore,

interstate pipelines may have a significant advantage over Texas intrastate

pipelines in bidding for newly discovered Texas natural gas supplies.

C. Pipeline Contract Obligations

Long-term contracts between producers and pipelines have long been
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recognized as a stabilizing and binding force.43 Contracts are essential

in this capital intensive industry because they encourage and establish a

stable supply for pipelines and their customers. With many contracts last

ing as long as two decades, producers must insure themselves against long

term uncertainty by including a variety of flexible supply and price

clauses.44 This section examines the potential interaction between con-

tract clauses and the NGPA deregulatory scheme.

1. Escalation Clauses. Contract escalation clauses fall into two

general categories: (1) fixed-escalation clauses, which increase at a con

stant rate over an established base price; and (2) indefinite-escalation

clauses, which equate contract price with a substitute representing the

IImarket price.1I Fixed escalation clauses occur in an insignificant propor-

tion of recent gas contracts. On the other hand, indefinite escalation

clauses can be found in nearly all post-1977 interstate contracts.45
Indefinite-escalator clauses include "favored-nat i on" clauses46 or

"o i f -equ i va l ency'' clauses.47 Favored-nation clauses relate contract price

to the highest amount paid for comparable gas supplies. A two-party

favored-nation clause escalates price to the highest amount paid by the

contracting purchaser whereas the three party favored-nation clause dic-

tates price based on the highest amount paid by any purchaser. Many of

these escalator clauses have been installed in recent contracts to protect

the producer in an uncertain future gas market.

2. Take-or-Pay Clauses. A second clause of concern is the Take-or

Pay (TOP) clause which requires a pipeline to pay for a minimum percentage

of the daily allowable whether or not the pipeline takes delivery. Many of

these clauses are a by-product of the tight gas market of the 1970's. With

demand overwhelming supply, producers had the power to require take-or-pay
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in the 80 to 100 percent range.

3. The PotentiaZ Impact of Gas Contract CZauses. Although indefinite

escalators and TOP provisions work to protect interests, the same clauses

will combine with phased-in deregulation to produce an array of prices con-

trasting sharply with what Congress originally envisioned. Upon partial

deregulation in 1985, some scholars believe that indefinite escalators will

work to produce a "domi noe effect II on we 11 head pri ces.
49

As the fl y-up

problem begins to surface, increasing prices will be transmitted from state

to state via the workings of favored nation clauses.

Take-or-pay clauses will function in a similar fashion. Instead of

working with prices, however, TOP clauses theoretically could affect the

normal operations of supply and demand. TOP provisions force pipelines to

take gas supplies without regard for ultimate consumer demand. Here again,

the final result is a potential distortion of the consumer market for natu

ral gas.50 There are some scholars, however, that believe that market

forces will resolve these contract difficulties.

IV. IMPACT ON THE NATURAL GAS MARKET IN TEXAS

As discussed in Section III, intrastate pipeline must confront a num-

ber of difficulties: access to interstate supplies and OCS gas; the inter-

state "gas-cushioning" advantage; off-system sales complications; and pro-

ducer-pipeline contract obligations. The extent to which each of these

problem areas impacts intrastate pipelines depends largely upon prevailing

market conditions. Under the current "soft" market environment, market

d i t i decreev rni
.

t d
51

lstor lons are, to a egree, mltlga e . However, if the intrastate mar-

ket should experience "tight" market conditions similar to the interstate

shortages of the 1970's, market distortions and allocative inefficiencies
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can be expected to rapidly appear.

The current state of excess deliverability in both the interstate and

intrastate markets softens the impact of market distortions on phased-in

deregulation.52 The "access problem" and the "gas cushioning" effect be-

come less powerful -- a situation of excess deliverability precludes fierce

bidding wars. Second, the "contracts problem" follows closely behind pipe

line bidding patterns. With the pipeline's new focus on sales instead of

high cost purchases, the potential for indefinite escalators to cause the

"dominoe effect" is of little concern.53 It is under this type of market

that pipelines feel the greatest pressures to renegotiate private con

tracts.54
A much more troubling situation would exist, however, under a "hard"

economic market. With producers confirming a solid downturn in 1982 drill

ing activity, the industry must prepare itself for potential future short-

ages. The advent of the "hard" economic market will supply the impetus

necessary to trigger the full force of all market distortions detailed

herein. Commodity price will no longer serve in its critical role of re

source allocation.55 Rather, the intrastate pipeline will be unable to

access certain supplies by law, and incapable of competitively bidding for

newly discovered supplies within its boundaries. A number of scholars have

outlined the social losses inherent in this misallocation of resources.56

v. PROPOSALS FOR REFORM

In light of the prospects for a "hard" economic market, Congress must

act quickly to avoid complete obfuscation in the natural gas markets. Of

the many bills currently before Congress, only a few recognize and prop

erly react to the issue of market access constraints.57 Other bills cover
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the full spectrum of policy choices with regard to prices from partial

deregulation to total reregulation -- but essentially ignore the technical

nuances of the NGPAls market access constraint difficulties.

This article considers a proposal most conducive to the current market

situation. The proposal is controversial, yet the results are efficient,

and will quickly return the pricing and allocation decisions to private

decision makers.

In consideration of current excess deliverability, Congress should

take advantage of the situation to legislate immediate and total decontrol

of all gas supplies and provide equal access to all supplies by all pipe

lines. Again, the soft market condition will mitigate many of the past

perceived dangers associated with natural gas decontrol. First, price

"fly-up" to supramarket levels will be alleviated. With a surplus already

on hand, pipelines will not find the need to purchase expensive supplies.

Second, as long as the market price is allowed to equate supply with de

mand, indefinite escalator clauses will have little chance of magnifying

pri ce "fl y-up.
II To the extent tha t they do, producers and pi pel i nes wi 11

have adequate incentives to renegotiate such contracts. Finally, commodity

price will be reinstated as an allocational device. Equal access will

assure that the most efficient users in either the interstate or the intra

state markets will have equal access to gas supplies.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A hard economic market has the ability to revive the market problems

existing prior to the NGPA. The new victim will be the intrastate pipeline

system. In consideration of the potential for a future "tight" gas market,

Congress must act quickly to avoid numerous market distortions. The cur

rent state of the natural gas market is ideal for Congressional action.
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Today·s surplus situation in both the interstate and intrastate provides an

ideal environment for immediate and complete decontrol of and unconstrained

access to all natural gas supplies. Although controversial in nature, to

tal decontrol provides society·s most efficient solution.
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